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Vanke Hong Kong (Vanke) is established outside Mainland China by China 
Vanke Company Limited as the management platform for investment, 
�nancing and property development activities.

Challenges
Vanke, one of the top property developers in China incorporating innovative 
technologies in its architecture, launches its �rst wholly-owned residential 
property – Le Pont in Tuen Mun, Hong Kong. With an initiative that marks its 
�rst major residential project in Hong Kong, Vanke would like to introduce 
the smart home concept to enhance the branding and commercial value of Le 
Pont and differentiate Vanke amongst competitors.  

Challenges  

Solutions

Company overview 
Drive sales of Le Pont with more 
than 1,000 apartments

Create compelling value 
propositions

Meet increasing expectations of 
residents

Deploy Infinitum Visum smart 
mirror 

Customize app launcher and 
integrate with external systems   

Value created
Elevate residents’ experience

Add value to the properties and 
drive sales conversion

Enhance property developer’s 
branding

Vanke Hong Kong delivers smart living innovations
          in its residential property with Infinitum Visum



With proven experience in delivering 
digital and IoT solutions to a multitude 
of industries, PCCW Solutions designs 
and implements In�nitum Visum, an 
internet-connected mirror with an 
interactive high-de�nition touch 
screen combined with a pre-loaded 
suite of applications for Le Pont. 
PCCW Solutions tailors the app 
launcher to support third parties’ 
external system integration, so that 
In�nitum Visum is not only serving as a 
full-length mirror and video 
door-phone system for access control, 
but enabling residents at Le Pont to 
easily manage daily routines, receive 
news and reserve club house facilities 
via the apps pre-downloaded in the 
smart mirror. 

Empowered by In�nitum Visum, Le 
Pont optimizes the utilization of the 
clubhouse facilities and facilitates 
property management to provide 
better services. Residents can enjoy 
innovative, comfortable and intelligent 
home-automation experiences and 
improve quality of life. 

Vanke has gathered a strong 
momentum for selling more than 960 

About PCCW Solutions
PCCW Solutions is a leading IT 
services company in Hong Kong 
and mainland China. We adopt 
the latest technology to help 
clients create business value and 
success in the ever-changing 
economic environment. We 
offer a wide range of services 
including digital solutions, IT 
and business process 
outsourcing, cloud computing, 
system development and 
solutions integration, data 
center hosting and managed 
services, e-commerce and IoT 
solutions. PCCW Solutions is 
committed to meeting customer 
needs to help them achieve 
business goals and transform 
digitally.

‘Upon the deployment of Infinitum Visum, PCCW Solutions provides end-to-end solutions from 
software, hardware, integration services and seamless connectivity, which turn home 
automation into reality and open up a new frontier of convenience, customer experience 
and lifestyle choices.’

— Mr. Quincy Chow, Director for Sales, Marketing and Customer Relations, Vanke Hong Kong

www.pccwsolutions.compccwsolutions@pccw.com 

Smart mirror added as a 
distinctive element and 
selling point to Le Pont

Smart living 
innovations elevate 
residents’ lifestyle
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apartments of the 1154 units in total 
(as of June 2019), disregarding the 
ample supply of new projects in the 
neighborhood. The good result is 
driven by creating compelling value 
propositions, such as delivering stylish 
architectural design and carrying the 
smart home experience forward to 
exceed residents’ expectations.
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